
STEWARD'S REPORT

Traralgon
Monday, 08 Feb 2016

Weather conditions: FINE

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: A.Blackmore

Stewards: R.PAUL/R.PETTERSON/H.HARVEY

Judges: S.COLLINS/A.WOOD

Lure Drivers: S.MALONEY/A.INGER

Starter: J. VAN GELDEREN

Kennel Supervisor: R.THORBURN

Kennel Attendants: E.DELIOS/S.MORGAN

Veterinarian: DR. S. BULLEN

Race 1
JACK SCOTT & SONS

3:44 pm
315m

Tier 3 - Maiden

This is a heat affected meeting.

Mrs. V. Sultana the trainer of Little Mischa declared a new weight of 24.7kg for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2).  Little Mischa last raced at 23.2kg.

Van Gogh Sun and Our First Lady were quick to begin.  Laniakea, Terra Flash, Little Mischa and Veetee
Mist were slow to begin.  Veetee Mist was checked off Our First Lady on the first turn.  Laniakea galloped
on Our First Lady on the first turn severely checking Our First Lady which stumbled.  Terra Flash crossed
out approaching the home turn and collided with Laniakea checking Emilia Cash and Laniakea and
causing Veetee Mist to race wide.  Little Mischa raced wide on the home turn.  Van Gogh Sun eased on the
home turn.  Van Gogh Sun marred Sultan's Boy entering the home straight.  Sultan's Boy eased in the
home straight and collided with Terra Flash.  Terra Flash marred Sultan's Boy approaching the winning post
checking Sultan's Boy and Van Gogh Sun.  Van Gogh Sun eased approaching the winning post.

Our First Lady was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Stewards spoke to Mr. J. Sultana the trainer of the greyhound Sultan's Boy regarding the greyhound's
racing manners in the home straight.  Sultan's Boy was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the
greyhound sustained an injured right monkey muscle and a spike wound to the left hind leg, a 5 day stand
down period was imposed.  Acting under GAR 69(B)(1) the Stewards charged Sultan's Boy with failing to
pursue the lure with due commitment by reason of injury.  Mr. Sultana pleaded guilty to the charge, Sultan's
Boy was found guilty and Stewards directed that the greyhound perform a satisfactory trial all tracks
pursuant to GAR 69(B)(1)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Terra Flash was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured left
monkey muscle and spike wounds to the right front leg and right hind leg, a 10 day stand down period was
imposed.

Stewards spoke to Mr. P. Pollutro the representative of the greyhound Terra Flash regarding the
greyhound's racing manners approaching the winning post.  Acting under GAR 69(1) Stewards charged
Terra Flash with marring.  Mr. Pollutro pleaded guilty to the charge, Terra Flash was found guilty and
suspended for 28 days at Traralgon and it was directed that the greyhound perform a satisfactory trial all
tracks pursuant to GAR 69(2)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Stewards spoke to Mr. A. Paraskevas the representative of the greyhound Van Gogh Sun regarding the
greyhound's racing manners on the home turn.  Van Gogh Sun was vetted following the event.  It was
reportd that the greyhound sustained an injured right monkey muscle, a 28 day stand down period was
imposed.  Acting under GAR 69(B)(1) the Stewards charged Van Gogh Sun with failing to pursue the lure
with due commitment by reason of injury.  Mr. Paraskevas pleaded guilty to the charge, Van Gogh Sun was
found guilty and Stewards directed that the greyhound perform a satisfactory trial all tracks pursuant to
GAR 69(B)(1)(a) before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 2
TOPCAT VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

4:04 pm
315m

Tier 3 - Maiden

Lucky Andy and Gee Whiz Gran were slow to begin.  Chelsea Star crossed to the rail soon after the start
checking Wadelock Coco, Furiosa, Usain Gilbert and Lucky Andy and severley checking Gee Whiz Gran.
 Gee Whiz Gran and Furiosa collided on the first turn.  Usain Gilbert galloped on Chelsea Star on the first
turn checking both greyhounds and causing Wadelock Coco to race wide.  Furiosa and Chelsea Star
collided approaching the home turn checking Chelsea Star.

Race 3
MANNY'S MARKET MORWELL

4:24 pm
395m

Tier 3 - Maiden

Simita was quick to begin.  Shackleton and Dr. Carlos were slow to begin.  Dr. Trojan was very slow to
begin (3 lengths).  Shackleton, Rahn and Dr. Lachie collided approaching the first turn checking Rahn and
Dr. Lachie.  Dr. Lachie raced wide in the back straight.  Rahn and Dr. Lachie collided on the second turn
checking Rahn.  Simita and Marvelous Miss raced wide entering the home straight.

Stewards noted the muzzle of Rahn became partially dislodged during the running of the event.

Race 4
WINNING POST SUPPLIES

Kemosabe was a late scratching at 11.06am due to injury.  Stewards will require a veterinary certificate
before any future nomination will be accepted.



4:44 pm
525m

Tier 3 - Maiden

Aston Dior was quick to begin.  Dynamite Road and Big Will were slow to begin.  Willowvale Brezz raced
wide approaching the second turn.  Big Will clipped the heels of Aston Dior entering the home straight.  

Cyclone Pete was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained general muscle
soreness, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Hurunui Jack - winner of the event.

Race 5
R & A PRECISION AUTOMOTIVE

5:04 pm
395m

Tier 3 - Grade 7

Sav Bam Boom and Oakmont Bandit were slow to begin.  Aston Sprite, Karaoke Ken, Arvo's Leroy, Magpie
Lily and Wadelock Cappa collided on the first turn checking Wadelock Cappa, Magpie Lily and Arvo's
Leroy.  Sav Bam Boom falted entering the back straight and tailed off.  Zeva Diva and Oakmont Bandit
raced wide in the back straight.  Zeva Diva raced wide on the home turn.  Wadelock Cappa and Arvo's
Leroy collided entering the home straight checking Wadelock Cappa.

Sav Bam Boom was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a fractured
right hock and was humanely euthanased.

A sample was taken from Karaoke Ken - winner of the event.

Race 6
www.tab.com.au

5:24 pm
395m

Grade 5 T3

Busta Voe was quick to begin.  Smooth Rebel, Surf Jester and Dr. Peter were slow to begin.  Dr. Peter
faltered approaching the first turn and subsequently tailed off.  Surf Jester and Arvo's Violet collided
approaching the first turn.  Locked Out and Busta Voe collided on the first turn checking Busta Voe and
severley checking Neliel Bale which stumbled.  Smooth Rebel, Surf Jester and Busta Voe collided entering
the back straight checking Smooth Rebel and Surf Jester.  Locked Out and Papillon collided in the back
straight.

Dr. Peter was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a torn right back
muscle, a 28 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 7
PETER ROCKET @ STUD

5:44 pm
395m

Grade 5 T3

Mr. M. Clohesy the trainer of Wadelock Bill declared a new weight of 32.4kg for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2).  Wadelock Bill last raced at 30.7kg.

Stewards spoke to Mr. M. Clohesy the trainer of Wadelock Bill regarding the length of time the greyhound
has had between races.  Wadelock Bill last raced on 04/10/15.  Mr. Clohesy stated the greyhound was
returning to racing following an extended spell.

Arvo's Tayzer was slow to begin.  Dr. Les and Fancy Assassin collided approaching the first turn checking
Dr. Les.  Triple Cee crossed out approaching the first turn checking Pendles Power, Flywheel Sprite and
Super Patricia and severely checking Fancy Assassin and Arvo's Tayzer.  Super Patricia and Dr. Les
collided in the back straight checking both greyhounds.  Pendles Power and Fancy Assassin collided on
the second turn checking Pendles Power and Arvo's Tayzer.  Super Patricia and Dr. Les collided
approaching the winning post.

A sample was taken from Triple Cee - winner of the event.

Race 8
SPRING GUN @ STUD

6:04 pm
525m

Grade 5 T3

A pre-race sample was taken from Show Dawn.

Dessie Walnut was quick to begin.  Extra Stars was slow to begin.  Cooler Colour and Heavenly Star
collided approaching the first turn checking Heavenly Star.  Cooler Colour was checked off Nuggy Burger
on the first turn.  Cooler Colour and Extra Stars collided on the first turn.  Nuggy Burger and Show Dawn
collided approaching the home turn.  Show Dawn raced wide on the home turn.  Extra Stars was checked
off Dessie Walnut approaching the winning post and stumbled.

A sample was taken from Willowvale Wings - winner of the event.

Race 9
BANJO BOY @ STUD

6:24 pm
395m

Tier 3 - Grade 7

Gas A Light was slow to begin. Tayla Nicole and Mandela Sun collided approaching the first turn. Awesome
Moccasin and Lauren Kasey collided on the first turn checking Lauren Kasey and Snowy Hunt. Tayla
Nicole, Mandela Sun and Imposing Flame collided on the first turn checking Mandela Sun and severely
checking Imposing Flame, Gas A Light was checked as a result. Tayla Nicole and Mandela Sun collided on
the second turn checking both greyhounds  Snowy Hunt galloped on Mandela Sun on the second turn
checking Mandela Sun and severley checking Snowy Hunt. Tayla Nicole and Imposing Flame collided
approaching the home turn checking Imposing Flame.

A sample was taken from Awesome Moccasin - winner of the event.

Race 10
GENERAL DESTINI @ STUD (1-2

WINS)
6:46 pm
315m

Tier 3 - Restricted Win

A pre-race sample was taken from Doogie Boy.

Seven Reasons and Bandit Brad were quick to begin.  Arvo's Samaras and Paul Stealer were slow to
begin.  Bandit Brad crossed in soon after the start checking Feeling Lucky and Doogie Boy.  Paul Stealer
was checked off Bandit Brad approaching the first turn.  Marvey was checked off Bandit Brad approaching
the first turn.  Kayla Las was checked off Arvo's Samaras on the first turn.  Feeling Lucky was checked off
Marvey on the first turn.  Paul Stealer raced wide on the first turn.  Feeling Lucky raced wide approaching
the home turn.  Paul Stealer raced with on the home turn.

Bandit Brad was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Stewards spoke to Mr. J. Sultana representative regarding the direction that the greyhound Bandit Brad be
boxed first.  Acting under GAR 52(2) Stewards directed that this box first be removed.



Race 11
FOLLOW US @tabcomau

7:02 pm
395m

Tier 3 - Grade 6

Dee Mum's Girl and Black Florence were slow to begin.  Arvo's Leo and Dee Mum's Girl collided
approaching the first turn checking both greyhounds.  Dynamic Heat was checked off Roll 'Em Mighty on
the first turn.  Arvo's Leo, Dee Mum's Girl and Dynamic Heat collided entering the back straight checking
Arvo's Leo, Dee Mum's Girl and Black Florence.  Dynamic Heat and Black Florence collided in the home
straight.

Arvo's Leo was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured left
monkey muscle, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Race 12
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

7:24 pm
315m

Grade 5 T3

Stewards spoke to Mr. B. Moles the trainer of Fairy Tiger regarding the length of time the greyhound has
had between races.  Fairy Tiger last raced on 07/10/15.  Mr. Moles stated the greyhound was returning to
racing following a spell.

A pre-race sample was taken from Diamond Python.  

Puzzle Gold was quick to begin.  Big Burkey was slow to begin.  Diamond Python and Go Go Danni
collided soon after the start.  Won Wron Flyer, Missy Miss, Oxygen Bandit and Fairy Tiger collided on the
first turn checking Won Wron Flyer and Missy Miss and severley checking Oxygen Bandit and Fairy Tiger.
 Missy Miss and Big Burkey collided approaching the home turn.  Oxygen Bandit and Fairy Tiger collided
on the home turn.

Meeting comments:-

Kennel temperature 20 and humidity 63 percent.




